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Welcome Aboard!

This Special Report is for you as a new subscriber. Keep it as a reference.

First thing... be sure you download the complimentary chapters to my book "Secrets of Female Sexuality". You can get it here:


Every few days you will receive an email newsletter from me. In each of the newsletters, I will share real world examples based on emails from readers, both men and women. (Of course, the emails are "anonymized" to protect the not so innocent.)

There is a lesson in every one, touching upon the things that make a relationship truly successful and exciting.

Both men and women sign up for my newsletter!

If you are a woman, you may be here because you are frustrated that the men you have been with have been lousy lovers. Or maybe they were exciting, but they were inconsiderate. Maybe you are happily married and just want to spice things up.

In any case, there is much information that I want to share with you. And even though my letters are written in the context of me writing to men, I want to include you as well.

If you are a man, there may be any of a number of reasons why you are here:

- Maybe you are in a relationship and want to make it more sexually exciting.
- Maybe you got dumped and want things to be different for you next time.
- Maybe you want more sexual confidence.
- Maybe it's because women don't seem to make any sense at all.
- Or maybe you just want a more harmonious easygoing meaningful relationship with women altogether.

I've been there, in all those situations. I'm an ordinary guy, but I changed myself into an extraordinary guy.
"AND WHO EXACTLY IS THIS DAVID SHADE GUY?"

As a new member, you may not be familiar with me, or the purpose, or the value of my products. To learn who I am and what I'm about, refer to this page on my blog:

www.Masterful-Lover.com/blog/sexuality/who-is-david-shade-anyway

I have helped tens of thousands of men, women, and couples worldwide.

I have been a speaker at sexuality and relationship conferences with hundreds of people in the audience. I have been on numerous radio shows.

I have been interviewed by many experts for their interview series products. I get $500 an hour for consultation.

All of this is because my stuff works.

You can also find one of my books, at Amazon.com. (You did download the complimentary chapters... yes?)

Below is one of the many positive reviews (and yes... there are a few negative ones from the guys who just don't 'get it')

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Real Secrets, September 29, 2007
By Mark Ryan "Seduction King" (Central New York) - See all my reviews

David has Really scored here! Even better you will have really scored if you get this book!

I love the way he gets to the very heart of the matter with no words minced. I have been coaching women & men for years on relationships and Sexuality and discovered a lot of what David has but was too cautious about putting this information out for fear of the repercussions.

When i read David's book i was blown away by how much he had discovered about women's sexuality....and more so ...how much more i learned while reading it. The information in here is not for public debate. You will get massive resistance from Feminists and the PC crowd if you try to argue these proven processes. What's best is if you experiment in private and watch the results yourself. Who cares if others agree or not if David's ideas work. You will know they work by your EXPERIENCE...and that is all that matters.

This book will turn on it's head your total conception of what you think women want in the bedroom...and outside. More importantly it will turn your sex life into the one you have always fantasized about.
"THIS IS NOT ABOUT MANIPULATING WOMEN"

If you are familiar with my material, you know that it can at times get hard core. If you are not familiar with my material, some of it may seem a bit shocking. But let me make this perfectly clear: all of this is in the context of respect for women. I have the utmost respect for women. My parents raised me right.

I loathe when men try to manipulate women. They are small men with inferiority complex. Instead, this is about empowering your woman. It is about "facilitating", about "enabling".

But at the same time, I am all about results, and sometimes that takes drastic action. Let's take a very tame example. Let's consider the case in which you are with a woman who has difficulty having orgasms...

I recommend that you NOT tell her that the goal is for her to have an orgasm. It may be the honest truth that you want to give her an orgasm, but to tell her that is only going to make things worse, because it gives her "performance anxiety".

It could be argued that not telling her that you intend to give her an orgasm is not telling the truth. Well, in this case, to tell her the truth is NOT helping her.

Instead, you simply tell her that you want to learn what feels good for her, you tell her that you simply want her to feel the pleasure, and you tell her to do exactly what you instruct her to do. Eventually, as a result, she has an orgasm!

Is that being dishonest? Is that withholding the truth? Is that manipulation? I think that it is "facilitating" her, it has empowered her.

That was a very tame example. There will be other more powerful situations, but just because my methods are powerful, and actually work, does not mean they are manipulation. My methods are "enabling".

I Am RESULTS Oriented!

I am not going to tell you what you want to hear, I am going to tell you what you need to hear. I am all about how you can give your woman wild screaming orgasms.

Nothing matters if she is not having powerful vaginal orgasms in intercourse.

Nothing!
THE CLASSIC MISTAKES MEN MAKE

The biggest mistake men make is to believe things based on their appearance.

"The more beautiful she is, the higher self-esteem she has."

That is so totally wrong. Think of any cocaine addicted runway model. How about all those dysfunctional self-destructive celebrities? They have huge egos, but they have very slow self-esteem. If you do not understand the importance of self-esteem, or even how to detect it, you are making a grave mistake.

"Women are not sexual creatures."

Wrong! Women are highly sexual creatures, much more so than men. Women actually LOVE sex. In fact, women love to be "taken" and "ravished" and called a slut. But you're never going to witness it until you come to terms with the fact that women want nothing more than to be ruthlessly sexually expressive, in a specific context. And you're never going to witness it unless you treat her with the utmost respect outside of the bedroom and do all the things that I tell you to do in a relationship.

"Men must have big units to be good lovers."

Wrong.

"Some women just can't have orgasms." Or even better...

"Women can only have clitoral orgasms."

Bullshit!

Every woman who is mentally and physically healthy can EASILY have many clitoral orgasms, vaginal orgasms, nipple orgasms, and hour long orgasms. Men who do not believe this are men who are alone, or soon will be alone.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF MASTERFUL LOVER

Forget what your buddies tell you about female sexuality. They don't know, and they probably have problems of their own, which you don't even know about. And don't believe everything you read in the Human Sexuality section of the bookstore. Most of those books were written by men who are either wimps, or "feel good" bleeding hearts, or white lab coat academic theorists who couldn't give a woman an orgasm.

My writings are based on actual field experience. My advice is backed up by the successes of the vast network of my most successful clients. You will read many of their stories in upcoming newsletters.

And don't even believe everything that women tell you. They often don't know themselves (not out of fault of their own), but they certainly have trouble articulating it. And even if they were capable of it, they would not tell you, because to tell you would violate all the rules of female sexuality.

Forget about opinions. Nobody's opinion matters; not your mother's, your preacher's, your buddies', or even your female friends'. The only thing that matters is results. The things that you desire are only possible when you get results. Results are everything. I'm all about results.

And you must keep an open mind about what is possible. The truths about female sexuality and what is possible for a woman, is beyond the boundaries of most people's pre-conceived notions. I have pushed the envelope and gone far outside the boundaries. You can repeat these successes in your life, if you let go of all pre-conceived notions.

If you want your woman to become wildly crazy about you and stay wildly crazy about you, you must do these things.

It would be a mistake to underestimate me.

1) It is not about experience, it is all about knowledge and beliefs

There are many men who have lots of experience, but are lousy lovers. I know many women who divorced such men.

Many of my most glowing testimonials come from men who were virgins before reading my materials. Their women, who have had previous boyfriends, tell them that they are by far the best lovers they have ever had. My products are going to give you the knowledge, and will change your beliefs, to make you a Masterful Lover.

2) The better it is, the more she has to have it

Most men think that if a woman is sexually satisfied that she is satiated, that she doesn't want it anymore. Nothing could be farther from the truth.
If a woman is not interested in sex with her man, it's not because she is satiated, it's because her man is not doing the job.

You will know when you are going in the correct direction when your woman can't get it enough. I have many emails from women who attest to the truth in this fact.

3) Sexual positions mean nothing

Absolutely nothing. Unique sexual positions alone do NOT cause women to have orgasms!

Imagine telling your woman, "Ok, Honey, tonight we are going to do the Sleeping Tiger Lotus Wheelbarrow position. You put your feet over there, get up on one elbow, I'm going to go around over here..." She's just going to look at you strangely, like you're crazy, or you just bought some book at the bookstore on sexual positions. It's not going to make her orgasm!

This is not a game of Twister. This is a game of keeps. The stakes are high. If anyone tries to sell you a book on how sexual positions will make you a better lover, they're full of it.

4) Command Respect

When men talk to me about the problems they are having with their woman, including not being able to give their woman orgasms, I find that those men do not command respect.

Not commanding respect is the biggest single reason why men fail in giving women orgasms, or having successful relationships.

I have spoken with many, many, recently divorced women over the years, and in every case, she had lost respect for her husband. There were a myriad of reasons, but it has always resulted in the fact that their husband no longer commanded respect.

You Absolutely MUST Command Respect with your woman.

That does not mean to be bossy. That does not mean to intimidate. It is not a respect that is forced. It is a respect that is earned.

The entire idea is that your woman becomes responsive to you. In order for your woman to become responsive to you, she must take what you say seriously. In order for her to take what you say seriously, she must have respect for you.

If you do all the things that I teach you to do, to be a Masterful Lover, your woman WILL have respect for you.
5) Do Not Be Brainwashed By Social Programming

Society, church, family, and the media, have always told you that women are not sexual. Women are not supposed to want sex.

Men think that sex for a woman is a chore she performs, or an obligation she fulfills, in exchange for showering gifts upon her.

Men do not comprehend that women are sexual creatures. The truth of the matter is that women are highly sexual creatures. In fact, women are much more sexual than men. Sexuality is Extremely important to a woman.

Women actually LIKE sex. A LOT! While men are happy just to get sex, women require that it must be GOOD sex, complete with powerful emotions and feelings.

For a woman, sexuality is much more involved than it is for a man.

6) Women Live A Life Of Dichotomies

During the day, she is that proper educated professional woman with a career. But at night, in the bedroom, with her man, she wants to express her sexuality like a slut (Without being a slut Big difference.)

Women don’t want to be seen as sluts, but in the context of sexual intimacy with the man she trusts, she loves to get slutty.

7) Female Sexuality Is Entirely Mental

For women, sex is entirely mental. For women, it is the mental and emotional components that make it exciting for her.

While men look at porn, women read 400 page romance novels. It is all text, there are no pictures. It is about shared experiences and powerful emotions and feelings.

When you are with your woman, think about the mental and emotional components. It is the things you do together, it is the things you say to her.

And, as I have been teaching men how to do for a long time, with just the sound of your voice, you can give your woman an orgasm. That's 100% mental.

8) Dirty Talk

One of the biggest hang-ups that men have is they cannot bring themselves to Talk Dirty in the bedroom. They think their woman will take it wrong, or that their woman will be offended, or it makes her a slut Such men are depriving their woman of the full potential of her sexuality.
Let me make this point very clear... Your most important tool in the bedroom is not your tool, it is your voice. Specifically: Dirty Talk. And it is very powerful.

It is that mental stimulation that is so critical. It serves to bring out that decadent, primal, carnal, natural sexual woman in her. It makes the entire experience so exciting for her.

It plays to the fact that sexuality is so cerebral for women.

9) Embrace Her Sexuality

Too many men are intimidated by their woman's sexuality.

He is unable to be comfortable with his woman's sexuality. And if he is not comfortable with his woman's sexuality, he cannot lead her sexuality.

And thus, he is sexually harmless.

This is NOT what women want. It is NOT what they hoped for.

Women WANT their man to be comfortable with her sexuality. She wants her man to drive like a man and take the lead, sexually.

10) Everything in Context

There is a time and place for everything. Some things are appropriate in some situations, other things are appropriate in other situations.

There is a time and place to treat your woman with respect like the lady that she is, and there is a time and place to bang your woman hard like the slut that she loves to be.

11) Patience

Men are in such a hurry to get to the sex. Instead, understand that the idea is to first engage her mind, until her body begs to follow.

Do not make it about your neediness, make it about her desires.

12) Earn her Trust

In order for her to surrender to you completely, she must trust you completely. You must earn her trust. You do this by demonstrating that you are trust worthy.

This is very simple. Do not violate her trust. Do what you say you are going to do. Do not do what
you say you are not going to do. And to keep a little intrigue in the relationship, say only some of the things you are going to do.

13) Be The Man

It is the man you are outside of the bedroom that allows her to be all the woman she has dreamed of being in the bedroom.

Stand tall, tell the truth, live a life of integrity, live up to your responsibilities, and lead like a man.

Many men are afraid to be a man. As you look back, you can probably find that most of your bad decisions and failures can be directly attributed to the fact that you were afraid to be a man.

14) Have Passion and Absolute Conviction

All of the men who are successful at bringing out the natural sexual creature in their woman are men who are passionate about it.

You must do all of this with absolute determination. There can be no crack in your armor, there can be no crack in your voice, or it won't be believable.

Only when it is believable is it going to work. You are leading, and she will only follow if she sees you as believable.

15) New Orgasms

You absolutely MUST be giving your woman vaginal orgasms in intercourse. That is a MUST. That must happen before anything else.

If you don't have that working, you don't have anything. Devote yourself to getting that to work, before you do anything else.

Give her new orgasms in new ways. If she's never had an orgasm, give her her first orgasm. If she's never had a vaginal orgasm, give her a vaginal orgasm. If she's never had an anal orgasm, give her an anal orgasm. If she's never had a nipple orgasm, give her a nipple orgasm. If she's never had an instant orgasm on command, give her an instant orgasm on command. If she's never had an extended orgasm, give her an extended orgasm.

Bring her through these new experiences. They are powerful convincers that increase her responsiveness to you. The idea is to release her massive amount of pent-up sexual potential.

16) Sexually Dominant

Most women are sexually submissive creatures. They respond to a dominant man. Be
comfortable in that role.

You MUST lead her, and at times you must do it with dominance. Women want to be lead, sexually, and they love it when they are dominated, sexually, in the correct context.

17) Phone Sex

I cannot even begin to describe to you how powerful phone sex is. It is dirty talk on steroids.

She is alone, in her house, in the dark, lying in bed, where she can make any fantasy come true.

And you direct that fantasy, with your voice, going directly into her mind.

18) Absolute Control

It is not enough to give your woman orgasms; you must have everything to say about when and how long she orgasms. You must be in absolute control of her orgasms. This is the way women want it. This is what makes a woman wildly crazy about her man.

This is not about a power trip. This is not about having power over women. This is about being personally and sensually powerful, and about empowering her. It requires courage.

I discuss all of the above in detail in my book "The Secrets Of Female Sexuality":

www.Masterful-Lover.com/secrets/

Give women incredible pleasure

David Shade

P.S. You can find my full catalog of programs to learn my sexual secrets for giving women wild screaming orgasms here:


P.P.S. See the next page to find out how to get your... FREE CD!!!
"It's like having a blue-print to a woman's body"

Should ANY Man Be Given This Much Sexual Power Over Women?

Powerful psychological tools combined with the secrets of a Renegade Sex Expert to give women orgasms they have never even dreamed of and in ways they never though possible.

Multiple Orgasms!  Instant Orgasms!
Squirting Orgasms!  Whole Body Orgasms!

**WARNING!**
At times it will be hardcore...
You may find this shocking!

Here's what you are about to discover:

- **What gets women excited about sex!** (hint: it ain't porn) [Track 14]
- Why you should NEVER ASK FOR SEX! [Track 20]
- **The one thing women crave during sex** but will never admit to you, no matter how long you've been dating. (Interview with Anne) [Track 22]
- The answer to the age-old question... **Does SIZE Matter?** [Track 8]
- **Can you give a woman an orgasm without touching her?** Find out the shocking truth! [Track 11]
- The most powerful TOOL to give women pleasure! (and it's not the 'tool' between your legs) [Track 21]
- **Most men think women have all the power when it comes to sex... find out why they are dead wrong!!!** [Track 15]
- Being a Masterful Lover has nothing to do with experience! Find out the single biggest problem men have and how to overcome it. [Track 6]
- **Women gossip about their lovers.** Find out how to make her friends jealous of you! (interview with Erin) [Track 18]
- and much, much, more!

To get your FREE CD (a $29 value), use this link and fill out the form: